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Anita & JR Alkire
President
Thanks to all for the kind words, thoughts,
and prayers for our family after the passing of
my Mom. It definitely becomes a time of
reflection, memories, and then dealing with
the loss. It’s comforting to know that you are
there.
Plans for 2019 – the Plan to Survive
and Thrive into the Future
As I look at this Association and assess
where it is and where we need to put our
focus, it is clear to me that it’s all about our
Membership and communicating with them.
We have been doing a lot better at
communicating, but we still have work to
do. That starts with our Officers and all of you letting each other know
about Insight. We will be introducing other tools for communication as
the year continues.
We have been taking a serious look at our Membership numbers this
past year. I firmly believe if we continue to recruit as we have, and
then bump that up just a little by adding some recruiting to events and
activities that we already do, we could make a positive effect. Then if
we focus on our existing Membership, reach out and engage them in
GWRRA in a way that works for them, we can keep the Members we
have. That could make a HUGE difference in our Membership numbers.
We all want more Members to be involved so reaching out to those we
have is a fantastic place to start.

Membership Retention Goals
We will keep our eye on this ball very closely
again this year. Our goal for 2019 will be to
reduce our Membership loss across the board
by 2%. We have a full year to focus on this
and find and share the ways to do this. I
firmly believe that by engaging our This Photo by Unknown Author is
Membership in coming back out for the ride, riding events and fun
activities, we can turn this around. As leaders of this Association, we
must all keep our eye on this issue. Our leadership and how we open
Continued on page 2
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our arms to all the Members is one of the keys to keeping the Membership coming back. If
someone feels welcome and that things are happening that they want to be involved in, they
will continue.
Remember, the Membership doesn’t care about the “politics” of GWRRA. What they care
about is having fun, doing what they want, and making friends. They want to go for a ride on
that wonderful Gold Wing or motorcycle that they own. So let’s make certain that the face
you put forward to your Members is positive about GWRRA; that is a sign of true leaders. If
you have issues, let your Appointing Officer know.
Officer Responsibility
Our Members look to our Officers for answers. We work to give you all the tools necessary to
be able to provide those answers. Sometimes it’s difficult when you are caught in a situation
where you aren’t certain of the correct answer to just give an answer. This is very dangerous!
You see, this is how the myth tree gets built. We need to do everything in our power to not
let this tree even grab root. I will ask all Officers that if you are uncertain or just don’t know
the answer to get that person’s name, or even better give them your card and ask them to
email you their question and that you will find out the correct answer and get back to them.
Giving them a true answer avoids a lot of extra communication and sometimes hard feelings.
Tools
We will be introducing a new communication tool that we believe will help GWRRA and all
Districts and Chapters to keep in touch with their Members. We are in beta testing with seven
Districts right now, so we can be certain this tool will do what we need it to for the Districts.
They are putting this tool through its paces and we are planning to roll it out to all Districts by
mid to the end of February.
Tool Boxes for Riding, Communication, Image and Perception, and Recruiting/Retention are
nearly complete. I am looking for the best way right now to make them available to all of you.
I will complete that by the end of January and next month will announce where you can get to
these resources.
Peer Networks
Peer networks are most helpful because they help you to understand that you are not alone.
Take a look around, in your District or in another, and see where there are leaders similar to
you and introduce yourself. Then ask if they would be a peer partner with you. Plan a regular
time to talk or video chat and talk about what’s going on with you and them and learn and
share. It can be the best way to learn. Then if you don’t know the answer, ask an appointing
Officer to join in your chat to help you through. Mentoring and coaching is something that
every good leader should be looking for at all times so you continue to develop. You are never
too old or young to learn.
So we are off to our first month of our successful future.
Embrace this new adventure and together we will make 2019 an
amazing and turn around year for GWRRA. Join me!
Anita & JR Alkire
623-445-2380
President@gwrra.org

Let’s Make it Count!
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Francois & Chantal Séguin
Presidential Assistants
It’s January! It’s the perfect time of the year. It’s time to start
sharing all the new rides you would love to go on this year. Here are
a few tips and tools to help you out on planning your 2019 rides.
Have a coffee night or a dinner social night and get the Chapter together and talk about new
adventures you can go on for 2019.
Everyone has a ride they like to do. Take everyone’s suggestions and ideas. Long day rides or
short-day rides, weekend rides, or longer rides are all good. What you can’t do this year you
will be able to do next year.
If you do not have enough ideas, call up or visit a neighboring Chapter and see what they
have planned or what they did in the past years.
There are many websites that can help if you like to do a little research. Everywhere we go
we like to go to “google.com” and search for: Cool and unusual places to visit in _________
(enter the state or city’s name you are going to). For example: Cool and unusual places to
visit in Phoenix, Arizona. We get a site called Crazy Tourist that gives us the 25 best things to
do in Phoenix or we get the The Atlas Obscura Guide which gives us Unusual Attractions in
Phoenix. Some cities also have motorcycle tour ride maps for their area. Just call them and
ask. Some post it on their website also.

We also do this for our area and that is how we found awesome little shops and cozy
restaurants we did not even know about. It is worth taking the time to do the research.
For longer rides there are many websites that have motorcycle trip planning and are very
good.
https://www.tripit.com/blog/2015/04/10-excellent-motorcycle-trip-planning-websites.html
Here there are ten motorcycle trip planning sites. You can find many more with just a bit of
searching.
Now you finally did it! You have wonderful rides planned for the year and nice places to visit.
What’s next?
SHARE! SHARE! SHARE!
Yes, please share with everyone. Make a calendar of your rides so members know when and
where to go. If you can, make a pocket calendar so members can share with other riders.
Invite everyone! We all have a common goal and that is to ride and have fun.
Francois & Chantal Séguin
613-880-8511
francois@lesseguins.com
613-913-4578
chantal@lesseguins.com
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Bob & Nancy Shrader
Presidential Assistants
Knowing your Chapter's Preferences
Nan and I would like to wish each of the many fantastic GWRRA
Volunteer Leaders a very Happy New Year for 2019. We wish you success in your efforts to
make your Chapters fun and enjoyable places for your Members and thank you for your
service to GWRRA! The Association could not function without you.
Here's another "tool" for your Chapter tool box that you may find helpful in maintaining your
activity and attendance levels at Chapter events and rides going into the new year. Many
Chapter Leaders are probably already using this technique, but it can't hurt to remind
everyone again.
We all know that folks will attend and participate in those events that they enjoy most and
conversely, will tend to avoid those that they don't particularly care for. It's only human
nature and there's not much we can do about that. We've all done it ourselves. This may
seem like just common sense, but if you get out of the habit of paying attention to this fact,
then you may find attendance beginning to wane at some Chapter functions. Not something
we want to happen!
With all that said, it stands to reason that if we want to keep our Chapter Members active and
happy, we'll get more participation when the events on the calendar are something they like.
We understand that it's impossible to please everyone in a large group, but the more folks we
can satisfy, the better. Bearing that in mind, what's the simplest way to get a feel for what
the Members would like to do?
Many Chapters hold regular Team Meetings where the calendar of events is planned by that
group. This method generally works well if the Members of the Team keep abreast of Member
desires, but often digging a bit deeper may provide more information on Chapter preferences.
Sometimes great ideas for fun and enjoyable activities don't get communicated to the Team.
Members may be reluctant to promote an activity out of concern that if it turns out to be a
bust, they don't want it "on them" or some Members just aren't assertive enough to make
those kinds of suggestions. It therefore becomes necessary to draw the information out of the
Member(s) by other means. If they are reluctant to volunteer an idea, then we'll have to go
solicit it.
Nan and I have found that questioning Members who participate regularly while at a Chapter
gathering or on a Chapter ride can provide good suggestions. We're always looking for new
destinations and activities for our rides and when you ask a Member(s) for an idea you might
be surprised at some of the interesting things they come up with.
Some of the suggestions may be impractical or something that was tried previously without
success, so you'll have to deal with those tactfully. You don't want to discourage future
Continued on page 5
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suggestions. But we've discovered lots of interesting and fun places to go that really worked
out well after being suggested by a Chapter Member. Folks who won't spontaneously suggest
something may offer up an idea if prompted. We just had to ask and we always give the
credit to the Member who made the suggestion.
Another great source of information is other Chapters’ newsletters or calendars. We're
certainly not above "stealing" a great idea from another area Chapter who found something
fun and practical to do. We've ridden to locations that another neighboring Chapter found and
enjoyed and had just as much fun as they did. Some of these locations we've been back to
several times and still had a great time on each subsequent visit.
We've also participated in two District Ride-ins and found new and great routes to take to
places we've been to before (it's easy to get stuck in the same route you're familiar with) and
also found new locations to visit.
With all this said, another trend to watch out for in formulating your Chapter ride and event
calendar is any expression of reluctance to repeat something you've previously done,
especially one that's been repeated many times. Folks can get "burned out" on ride routes or
destinations that have been done too often or that didn't really turn out as well as you first
thought. Always keep an attentive ear to your Members for "complaints" about these
destinations and avoid them for a good while or eliminate them altogether from your ride
calendar. Just as you want your Members to step forward with suggestions and ideas, you
want them to let you know when something isn't fun anymore.
We know all of this is pretty much just common sense, but we can sometimes get a little
complacent about event planning and get into trouble. We hope this friendly advice gives you
some food for thought going forward.
Bob and Nancy Shrader
352-668-3164
floridadd@msn.com
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John & Laura Kuehl
Rider Education Program Assistants
This month we would like to introduce GWRRA Rider Education Program
Assistants, John and Laurel Kuehl from Valparaiso, IN.
Since joining
GWRRA in 1987 Laurel and John have enjoyed what they say has been a
“fantastic journey,” serving in many positions over the years including Chapter
Educators, Chapter Directors, Assistant Indiana District Educators, Indiana District
Educators, Assistant Region D Educators, and Senior Region D Educators. Laurel
and John are both Life Grand Master Tour Riders, MFA Instructor Trainers, and GWRRA University
Program University Instructors.
John also serves as Master Instructor Trainer in the Rider Course Program and as a Rider
Education Assistant responsible for Communication Coordination, District Rider Coordinator support, and
Levels Program Administration. Laurel is the Assistant Director of the GWRRA Medic First Aid® (MFA)
Program working directly with the GWRRA Director of MFA, Area and District MFA Coordinators,
Instructors and Instructor Trainers.
A recent research project inspired John to talk about the Rider Education Levels and the
Masters’ Program:
Let’s start with a little history of the Levels Program. From the records available, we know the GWRRA
Levels Program began in 1988 with: Level I: Safety by Commitment; Level II: Safety by Education;
Level III: Safety by Preparedness. In 1989, the enthusiastic demand of the GWRRA Membership for
another Rider Education Level was fulfilled with the addition of Level IV-Master Tour Rider/Co-Rider:
Safety by Enhanced Commitment and Preparedness, the Program's highest level of accomplishment at
that time.

Since then, we have added Senior Master, Grand Master, (both first issued in 2002) and Life Grand
Master (first issued in 2004). Eligibility for each of these three stages includes five (5) years of usable
participation periods: Senior Master (occurs at the conclusion of five usable years as a Level IV Master);
Grand Master (occurs at the conclusion of five usable years as a Senior Master), and Life Grand Master
(occurs at the conclusion of five usable years as a Grand Master). (Usable is defined as periods of time
when all requirements for the given level are kept current in the Levels program.) Since then, we have
added Senior Master, Grand Master, (both first issued in 2002) and Life Grand Master
When there is a period when a Levels course or class has expired, the next Level will be
delayed by the same length of time. If, after a course expiration for example, the Member
participates six (6) months later in the required class or course, the six (6) month lapse period is added
to the five (5) year period. In this example, the period required to move to the next Level of the
Program would be a period of five years and six months.
A Member who participates in the GWRRA Rider Education Levels Program for fifteen (15)
usable years will be qualified to become a Life Grand Master. *
We are available to answer any questions Members may have and hope this article helps riders and
co-riders to better understand the Masters’ Program process. We look forward to continuing our
journey serving our Members with outstanding opportunities through the GWRRA Rider Education
Program.

John & Laurel Kuehl
wingit2up@gmail.com
*For more information about the Levels and Master Programs refer to the GWRRA Officers’ Handbook
(October 2018) found at: http://gwrra.org/oconnect/officerhandbook.html
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Clara & Fred Boldt
Director of the University
HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!
The beginning of a new year brings excitement and change. Your District
and Chapter Teams will be growing and changing, new positions, new position holders. The
Officer’s Conference (formerly the OPS meeting) is a great opportunity to offer classes that
can enhance the Team positions during the Conference. There is even a How-To on how to
put on an Officer’s Conference.
Below are just a few of the classes. Contact the University Assistants for other suggestions.
201-06 Newsletters
205-01 Chapter Finances
301-02 Recruitment
302-02 Email Etiquette
303-01 Adding Fun to Socials
Come prepared with the proposed dates of Quarterly events and other training opportunities
to plug into the yearly calendars - reduces conflicts with other event dates. Listen to the
Team Members. Talk to them about any challenges they may have that training might
reduce or eliminate. Include them in the discussion of which classes Members want or need.
The Officer’s Conference, open to all interested Members and Teams, is a chance to network,
exchange ideas, and share success stories. Reach out. Leave the comfort of sitting with your
own Team and absorb all you can.
May 2019 be amazing!

Spotlight

Need an idea for classes this month?
We heard from several Districts that riding season is on hiatus (a fancy word for “waiting on
Spring”). If weather permits, Districts find this to be a fantastic time to do classroom
training.
Continued on page 8
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When determining which classes to offer, always keep your District and Chapter’s needs in
mind. As an example, partner with the District Educators and see how many Members need
First Aid/CPR or Co-rider to update their Levels. Have they mastered MY RE yet? We have a
class for that along with a How-To that will make everyone proficient.
106-01 GWRRA Module on the Level explains the Levels program
How To: Accessing Your Data ~ My RE Tutorial (located under How To on the University
site)
Have the District Educator bring a laptop to training events or Chapter Gatherings and update
Members miles and classes attended for Levels. Always have the Levels forms available for the
asking. It’s been noted that lots of Members should be listed at higher Levels but never turned
in the paperwork to document that. Recognition of accomplishments, like Levels, is good for
morale and good for retention.

…to be able to present, all University Trainers and Instructors must be current in their Levels?
Some classes require a Level II or III to present.
…the U.10, the flyer template, or a flyer containing all the same information, can be submitted
to the University (toledotriker@gmail.com) for placing on Facebook and the GWRRA events
calendar?
…that the University will be offering ITCP (University Instructor Training) at Wing Ding this
year if there is enough interest?

Clara Boldt
319-240-4269
toledotriker@gmail.com
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Larry & Penny Anthony
Director of Membership Enhancement
Some Points on the ARL
Beginning in January 2019, the ARL files have been separated into
“tabs,” with a separate District in each tab.
This should reduce
considerably the sorting required to locate your members. The files are still grouped
alphabetically. The alphabetized groups remain as before:
AK-GA
HI-MD
ME-NH
NJ-SC
SD-WY
CDN (Canada)
INTL (International)
These are straightforward Excel files, not archive or “zip” files.
Home Office sends a monthly email advising us when the new ARL files are available. Files
are generally available by the 10th of the month, but occasionally circumstances cause this to
be delayed by a few days. That email includes login information for the GWRRA Files
website. We forward the email to all District Directors.
Please note that District Directors have access to all files on the GWRRA Files
website. If you need the files for adjacent Districts, that is readily available to you. We
recommend retaining the quarterly “listing” files (the “full” ARL), as this is important
information which could be handy at a later date.
Each month, we download the applicable files and forward them to the District MEC’s for
them to use and to forward to their Chapters. (These are no longer copied to the District
Directors, since they have ready access.)
New members should be contacted to determine their Chapter preference, or whether they
prefer to remain solely as District Members. This information should be emailed to Home
Office. Keep a record of their choice, so that you can later confirm the ARL has been
properly updated. You will also need to keep these records to confirm that they have been
properly contacted.
District Members on the ARL should be placed by the District into the appropriate
“District Riding Group.” They should receive communications (emails, newsletters, etc.)
from the District Ride Coordinator about upcoming rides and events.
________________________________________________________
Excel Tips & Tricks
First, some terminology. (We will be referring chiefly to the ARL files, but these are useful in
any Excel file.) An Excel file can contain just one worksheet, or many. If there is only one
Continued on page 10
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worksheet, we call it exactly that, or just a “spreadsheet.” If it contains more than one
worksheet, it is referred to as a workbook.
If you are searching for a single Member’s name on a worksheet, rather than spending time
sorting and filtering, you can simply press [Ctrl] F. This brings up a search box:

Fill in the Member’s name (or number, or city ... you get the idea) in the “Find what” field, then
click on “Find Next.” This will work just on the worksheet displayed on your screen. But what
if the Member may be in one of several Districts? Ah, then you can go a little further. Click on
the “Options” button in the above picture; you will then get this window:

Click on the down arrow next to this block:
Then select:
Click on “Find Next,” and Excel will now search all worksheets (the entire workbook, all tabs)
for your entry.
Larry & Penny Anthony
205-492-9728
mepgwrra@gmail.com
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Mike & Barri Critzman
Director of Motorist Awareness
UPDATES FROM THE FIELD: MOTORIST AWARENESS
By Gary Ballou, Ohio District, Motorist Awareness Program
Coordinator
Whenever I speak to an audience at a GWRRA officer’s meeting or a
Chapter gathering, I like to begin by asking everyone to point to the
person who is responsible for handling Motorist Awareness in their
Chapter, and hold that pose so we can all see it. While most will be
pointing at their CD, MAP Coordinator, etc., I follow up with (Spoiler
Alert) OK now look carefully at your own hand. One finger may be
pointing at someone else, but how many of your fingers are pointing right back at yourself.
Probably about three of them, right? That is because Motorist Awareness is everyone’s job,
especially your own.
During a recent Zoom conference with the GWRRA Motorist Awareness Team, I asked, “Why
hasn’t GWRRA ever taken up the idea to adopt a day of the year when we ask ALL Chapters to
do some type of Motorist Awareness event?”
Most of you know that the month of May has been adopted by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration as Motorcycle Awareness month and
most State Departments of Transportation have followed suit. Highway
billboards are already saying, “Look Twice, Save a Life. Watch Out for
Motorcycles, etc.” With that premise, I propose that the second Saturday
of May be designated across GWRRA as a “Motorist Awareness Promotion
Day.” We’d like every Chapter to do something that will get you out riding
and interacting in a positive way with the general motoring public.
Don’t overthink this. It could be as simple as riding to an interstate rest
area, park your motorcycles together, set out a couple of Motorist Awareness tri-folds on the
seats, and have a picnic lunch at a nearby table while interacting with the public. C’mon
friends, you really wouldn’t be opposed to showing off your bikes with friendly strangers,
would you?

We understand that by the time you read this, most Chapters will have already planned out
and published their Ride Calendars for 2019. But schedules aren’t cast in stone. Please try to
get this onto your Ride Calendars. Be creative and most of all, HAVE FUN with it!
*Note from the Directors. We are looking into designating a date in May as Motorcycle
Awareness Day. Thank you Gary, great idea!
Mike & Barri Critzman
760-245-9218
itsawingthing@hotmail.com

